
Snappy
Dresser
A unique creation influenced

by contemporary African art! 

this adventurous cocktail 

dress in sand"washed silk 

bears a hand"painted 

Nile crocodile# 

A real attention"grabber! it almost

guarantees an evening that won't

end in tears!

Blooming 
Hot

This light! bright and breezy  

Summer"dress in rose"coloured

microfibre bears a striking 

sunflower in hand"painted silk# 

A wonderful creation which

invites comment and 

promises its wearer that 

they'll never be a wall"flower!

Nasrin Maleki was born in the oil"rich Persian city of Ahwaz!

the vibrant capital of the fertile Iranian province of Khuzestan

and a location which has not only been long renowned for the

exotic quality of its textiles but which also equates to the

fabled gardens of Elan#

With a successful career behind her already " as a hair"stylist

who was owner of her own salon " Nasrin would be forgiven

for resting on her laurels# But fashion and design have always

enthralled her! and when she arrived in the UK in $%%% she

decided that she would take that opportunity to re"train and

follow her dream# Already a graduate in Iran! Nasrin enrolled

at the North Glasgow College where she first had to learn

English before she could even begin to train in her chosen

career# That would be a challenge for anyone! let alone a

mother with two young children! But it has all been 

worthwhile; she has thoroughly enjoyed herself and! as she

says! learned a great deal from her talented and enthusiastic

mentors#

Nasrin's chic collection

and her precocious talent

have attracted the

attention of Ads Infinitum

Ltd#! who have been

delighted to sponsor the

promotion of her work 

in the furtherance of a

career which we feel will

take off in a way which

will be seen to have 

justified our support#

Thanks are extended to

top photographer Cliff

Kent! whose generous gift

of a free photo"shoot to

aid Nasrin is likewise

greatly appreciated as a

demonstration of how

mature professionals can

encourage emerging 

talent#
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Trek
Ideal for balmy Summer evenings and inspired by 

Saharan robes! this off"the"shoulder ribbon"woven top 

in rich cream poly"cotton is sumptuously matched with 

a terracotta red wrap"over polyester drill skirt# 

Halcyon
Daze

Though no kingfisher is 

in evidence! this cheekily 

avant"garde crepe wool

suit in dark green pays 

homage to Summer with 

a well"executed sunflower

motif hand"painted into 

its lining# Balmy! yes# 

Barmy! no!

Trek
Flapper
An invitation to step out in style! this

entertaining ensemble comprises 

an off"the"shoulder top in 

dark brown stretch Jersey 

with a velvet trim#

Complementing it 

with conviction is a 

well"coordinated wrap"around 

polyester crepe skirt#

Zamb"Easy
Yet another vivacious ready"to"wear 

creation that owes much to central

African influences! this silk top in an 

array of colours has flowing lines

which are perfectly complemented by a

sober sand"washed silk skirt in brown#

The garments showcased here demonstrate

a growing confidence which is matched by a

host of design and dressmaking skills! an

intuitive flair for adornment of the

female form! and a clearly

mature commercial acumen#


